Early Starts for Theater Arts

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Whether they are acting in the starring role or creating
a cast of characters in a play of their own making, the
theatre is a perfect setting for children to craft stories,
act out their ideas and gain confidence in the spotlight.
Theatre empowers kids to imagine their own stories and
present them for a welcoming audience. As they become
comfortable “performing” for family and friends, kids are
also cultivating self-assurance for those future moments
when all eyes will be on them. The following items offer
fun and creative opportunities for children to assemble
their own casts, become storytellers, and shine in a
production that’s all their own!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Make Your Own
Moster Puppet

My First Fun Felt Masks
(Creativity for Kids)

There’s no way puppet building
can go wrong with Make Your Own
Monster from Melissa and Doug!
Drawing on a colorful collection of
30 plush elements including eyes,
ears, horns and more, children can
craft endless combinations to build
their own vision of playful monster
puppets. No scissors or glue needed, the soft monster parts
easily attach and remove with Velcro. Sturdily crafted with
materials that will last through years of theatrical building and
performance, kids can assemble an ever-changing cast of
expressive characters to perform their monster hit shows!

As one of the earliest dramatic elements in theatrical history,
masks are instant trademarks of
the stage. Now young children
can imagine and create their own
stage-worthy masks with ease. The
felt mask kit from Creativity for Kids
include six soft felt mask templates
as well as stickers, rhinestone, yarn and self-stick adhesives that
make crafting a mask easy and mess-free. The soft medium of
felt also ensures comfortable wearing of the masks (which you
don’t get with paper or plastic). In addition to building motor
and sensory skills for the younger set, this mask-making activity
debuts the craftier side of kids’ creative theater arts.

Doorway Theater

Dinosaur Puppet Set

From finger and hand puppets to marionettes and dolls, every child’s cast of characters can take the stage in style with the
Doorway Theater from HABA. Creating the
sense of a real show, the Doorway Theater
is a theatrical drape that easily installs with
telescoping tension rods in different sized
doorways. The rods at the top and bottom
create a taut front that can hide kids ‘backstage’ as they prep and perform their show.
The 67” long façade includes a porthole for
surprise appearances, a pocket window to display the name of
the show or next act, and a curtain to tie-back when the show
goes live! It’s true that “All the world’s a stage”…and now every
doorway can be a theater!

Stage-ready right out of the box,
this trio of stick puppets only needs
their lines and youthful direction to
come alive in the spotlight! An easy
introduction to dramatic play, this
Puppet on a Stick collection includes
three stylized dinosaur head puppets
with moveable jaws that are easily
manipulated by little hands holding the
stick. The soft rubberized surface on
the heads enhances the puppet’s expressive sensibility while the
plastic stick handles offer sturdy operation (and easy cleaning!).
The stage is set for T-Rex, Ankylosaur and Triceratops to act out
new stories and prehistoric scenarios straight from your child’s
imagination.

(Melissa and Doug)

(Educational Insights)

(HABA)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
The Book of Grumpy
We all have our moments when non-specific anger or frustration settles into
a bad case of the grumpy. Kids are especially vulnerable to the triggers that can
create a bubble of cranky that seems unresolvable. But often there’s an underlying
issue that, once discovered, can help move a black mood back into the light. The
following titles all feature the effects of grumpy behavior and offer some insights that
may help parents and children find new ways to turn a grumpy frown upside down.

The Grudge Keeper

by Mara Rockliff, Illustrated by Eliza Wheeler (Peachtree)
At first glance, everything in the town of Bonnyripple seems bright and idyllic. But beneath
the sunny exterior, an understory of old harms, grudges and noses out of joint is building to capacity. The source of the build-up is in the house of the Grudge Keeper who collects the notes
and letters in which townsfolk outline their grudges against friends and neighbors. But when a
windy storm blows through the Grudge Keeper’s house and airs all the townsfolks’ grievances,
the people of Bonnyripple get a chance to mend fences and put their grudges behind them.
Lively illustrations and clever wordplay support the positive effects of communication and forgiveness in a thought-provoking exposition of the harm caused by holding a grudge.

Pardon Me!

by Daniel Miyares (Simon & Schuster)
Enjoying the solitude of a lonely island in the middle of the swamp, one yellow bird’s
peaceful repose quickly evaporates as other residents discover his patch of dry land. The
bird’s expression becomes more and more sour as his personal space is invaded by an
egret, a frog and then a turtle, who all offer a “Pardon Me!’ as they jostle for room. The
bird’s protests escalate until a final interloper triggers a rude outburst from the bird who
starts shouting at them all to leave. But he’s so busy scolding the others away that he fails
to hear an important warning about his treasured perch. Despite the “final” outcome for the
crabby bird, there’s a toothsome bit of schadenfreude in the last “Pardon Me!”

The Very Cranky Bear

by Nick Bland (Orchard/Scholastic)
It’s a rainy day in the jungle when the lion, moose, zebra and sheep settle into a dry cave for a friendly
game of cards. But they quickly learn they are not alone as a very cranky bear, roused from his sleep,
chases them back into the rain. As they discuss ways to make the bear happy, each friend offers his best
attributes as possible olive branches. The lion is convinced the bear just needs a glorious mane. Splendid
antlers and lovely stripes are recommended as offerings from the moose and zebra respectively. Only the
plain sheep seems to have nothing fancy to contribute. But when the elegant gifts are angrily rejected by
the bear, only the sheep takes time to inquire about what the bear wants most, paving the way for everyone to share the shelter during the rain. Gently suggesting that communication is a good first step toward
solving a case of the grumpy, this title shares a soft solution for a very crank bear!
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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